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P.ny teacher who d~scovers an act of plagiarism has the right and the
responsibility to impose upon the guilty student an appropriate penalty, up
to and inc-=-.".J.dir. . g :::--::nediat2 assigr1Ine:-it of a grade of F fo~ the r::ourse, and ttJ
report the incident to the Judicial Affairs Office.
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Grades on injividual essays will be based on the English Department's "Standards
~er Evaluati~; 7hernes at E.:.~." as well as spe~i~ic criteria presented for each
essay.
Your final grade for the course will be a;i average of Essay, Test,
~c~rnal, Presentati:n/Gr:~~ war~, and ~uiz grades.
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are having trouble getting started on an idea, the staff will be g~ad to
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Writing Topics----Oedipus Rex
1.

Consider the character of Jocasta.

Is she a "flat" character--

a generalized queen figure--or an individual with distinctive
traits of personality?
2.

Support your opinion with quotes.

How fair is it to say that Oedipus is morally guilty?

Does

he claim moral innocence because he did not intend immoral deeds?
Can he be guilty of hubris without hubris causing his fall?
3.

What do Oedipus' confrontations with Tiresias and Crean

indicate about his character?
4.

Describe the function of the Chorus and how its view of the

gods differs from Jocasta's?
detraction?
5.

About their characters?

Is the Chorus an enhancement or a

Support your position with quotes from the play.

Who or what is most responsible for Oedipus' fall?

Support

your position with passages and behavior.
6.

Compare the poem,

"Jocasta," with the play.

How does each

version affect your feelings about Jocasta and other charac

A:poetsyl
Composition 1002
C. J. Dudley
Text--To Read a Poem, 2nd edition--Donald Hall
POETRY SYLLABUS

All students are to read the pref ace directed to STUDENTS at
the front of the book. They are also to read chapters 1-4, pp. 141, and chapters 6-7, pp. 52-75.
Students are also to keep an on-going list of vocabulary /
poetry terms (all boldface terms in text) .
The following are poems for which students are responsible:

GOOD POEMS:
1.
"Poetry" by Nikki Giovanni--Handout
2.

"Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening" by Robert Frost, p. 1

3.

"so much depends" by William Carlos Williams, p. 9 +

POEMS AND WORDS:
4.
"Hogwash" by Robert Francis, p. 17
5.

"Silence" by Marianne Moore, pp. 19-20

IMAGES:
6.
"Heat" by H. D.
7.

(Hilda Doolittle), p.22

"Latin Night at the Pawnshop" by Martin Espada, p.27

METAPHORS:
8. "Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?" by Shakespeare, p. 36
9.

Shakespeare in Paraphrase, pp 121-123

SYMBOLS:
10.
"Aunt Jennifer's Tigers" by Adrienne Rich, p. 168
11.

"We Real Cool" by Gwendolyn Brooks, p. 198

SOUNDS:
12.
"Out, Out--" by Robert Frost, p. 97-98
CHOICES FOR POETRY PAPERS:
Walt Whitman's "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd," h/o
T. S. Eliot' s "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, "PP. 226-30
Robert Frost's collection, pp. 144-154

POETRY PAPER INSTRUCTIONS

Select a partner for the Pairs Poetry Paper. One class will
be canceled so that pairs may begin library work and individual
discussion on their selected topics which include the following:
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock," T. S. Eliot, pp.
226-230.
"When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd," Walt Whitman,
Handout.
The Robert Frost collection of poems, pp. 144-154.
The papers will be explications of the poems that you select
for discussion, and they should include as many terms as possible
from your list of literary vocabulary terms.
The papers must be
3-5 pages in length, and they must contain our standard thesis
statement:
X is .tJ:J..!.e because of g, b, and ~.
The order of points for discussion should follow the order of the
thesis statement.
Remember, the Elements of Fiction transfer to
the Elements of Poetry, but not all elements are always present.
When you come in for conferences, you should come with your
partner and be prepared to show me your thesis statements (which
may change before your papers are actually finished) .
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